
 

 

 
 

VILLAGE COUNCIL AND PARKS AND RECREATION BOARD  

JOINT WORK SESSION 

MINUTES 

VILLAGE HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

                                                     WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2019 

7:00 P.M. 

 
 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

President Nedrow called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm. 
 
2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

Council led the Pledge of Allegiance. 
 

3. ROLL CALL 

Present:  Scott, Yourke, Sienkiewicz, Nedrow, Dumont, Duff, Malek, 
Ingraham, Longbrake, Miller, Giromini 

Absent:    Braykovich, Kelley  
Others Present: Administrator Smith, Treasurer Kondek and 1 member of the 

public. 
 

4. CALL TO THE PUBLIC. 

Nedrow opened the call to the public. 
 
No comments 
 
Nedrow closed the call to the public.  
 

5. DISCUSSION ON THE PROPOSED CLARA MILLER PARK CENTER  

Sienkiewicz stated his disappointment in the quality of the renderings.  He feels the layout 
and exterior of the building is poor. 
 
Scott asked if the design concepts were decided by Parks and Rec.  He wants to know how 
this will serve the community.  He would like to see how to utilize the building to keep the 
community interested.  He recommended adding windows to the structure. 
 
Yourke stated he liked the seconded rendering but his concern is the square footage of the 
building.   
 
Malek stated he feels the Village should hook up to the sewer now and not be exempt.  He 
would like to see block windows to bring light into the building. He is not in favor of the 
rendering and he would like to add on to the current structure.   
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Nedrow stated the Masterplan was put into place for grants to update the parks.  Having a 
facility available would be beneficial to hosting events.   
 
Scott asked if the Village has to pay a tap fee.   
 
Kondek stated, yes the tap fee is approximately $15,000.00. 
 
Miller asked how much the drawings costs.  Smith stated $3,400.00 has been allocated and 
there is some let.  Malek stated he feels a joint meeting should have taken place prior to 
today. 
 
Sienkiewicz stated the Island use to have many kids that played in the neighborhood.  He 
doesn’t see as many kids in the neighborhood but this may change. The biggest complaint 
was the Village needing a storage building and he recommended building a block building.  
He wondered who is going to maintain the building. 
 
Scott asked the Parks and Rec how many events they put on a year.  Giromini answered 
approximately a dozen.  He feels Council makes judgment without being involved and 
participating in the events put on by the Parks and Rec. He feels this will be a gathering 
space before and after events. 
 
Sienkiewicz went back to discussing the plan of having a storage building that then turned 
into adding a concession stand and now a recreation center to exceed $150,000.00.  He 
recommended a block addition to the current restroom building for storage.  He stated he 
and DPW Leader Stone looked at the pavilion and the roof will need to be replaced soon.  
He is in favor of utilizing what the Village has in place before taking on additional space to 
maintain.  Sienkiewicz listed some other projects that need attention at this time.  He 
recommended an addition on the back with a roll up door and glass blocks for light.  Duff 
stated he didn’t think building off the back would be ideal due to the grading.   
 
Dumont stated the current restrooms are not compliant with ADA standards.  He feels the 
residents should have access to a restroom that the Federal Government requires.  Giromini 
stated it would be cheaper to make an ADA unisex restroom than to bring the other 
restrooms up to code.  Dumont stated a new restroom would be compliant.  Malek referred 
to the plans and recommended tearing down the current restrooms and creating ADA 
compliant unisex restrooms.  He provided an example of a mother with kids and the ease of 
using a unisex restroom. 
 
Malek stated his disappointment in not publicizing this meeting.  He stated that when 
Council announced the plans for adding ball diamonds and soccer fields there was a line out 
the door.  Miller stated the long line was because some residents thought Council was 
having meetings in secret. Duff stated Council held several planning sessions that were open 
to the public over a years’ time.  Miller disagreed and felt communication was not provided. 
 
Miller stated her disappointment in the communication amongst Boards and the residents in 
the Village. 
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Nedrow recommended that Council not get hung up on the layout of the building because 
that can change.  He would like to get a consensus of what is needed.  Nedrow stated that 
just because $80,000.00 was budgeted doesn’t mean that is what needs to be spent on this 
building. 
 
Sienkiewicz asked if the current bathrooms can be made compliant.  Giromini and Dumont 
stated it would be very costly.  Dumont stated the dimensions are wrong and they would 
have to be completely renovated to be ADA compliant. 
 
Nedrow asked the Parks and Rec Board to give their feedback on the work they have done. 
 
Giromini stated he has attended all the meetings with CORE and provided an overview of 
the drawings and why the space is set up as it is.  He stated the plan was for ease of storage 
and utilizing the space for different events and activities.   
 
Malek asked if the existing building can be utilized with little expense.  He referred to 
drawing B and asked if the current restroom building could be converted into a storage area  
then build the new building to accommodate everybody’s needs.  Council agreed. 
 
Nedrow asked why the Village has to have two separate buildings.  He agreed about turning 
the current bathroom into a storage area and suggested adding onto the East.  Nedrow wants 
to move forward with the necessary amenities needed at this time and the possibility of 
adding on.  Dumont stated that roughing it in sounded good. 
 
Duff recommended building new restrooms with outside access and surveillance due to high 
vandalism in the park.  Discussion ensued. 
 
MOTION by Dumont, seconded by Duff, to move forward and provide CORE with details 
to design a plan that works.  Remove the plumbing to the existing bathrooms and convert to 
a storage room, add two ADA compliant restrooms, 1 men and 1 women, to the new 
building, a rough space for the kitchen, drinking fountain on the exterior building and a 
janitor space.  Constraints of working within the budget.   
 
ROLL CALL VOTE 

AYES – Scott, Yourke, Sienkiewicz, Nedrow, Dumont, Duff, Malek, Ingraham, Longbrake,            
Miller, Giromini 
NAYS – None 
ABSENT – Braykovich, Kelley 
MOTION CARRIED 
 
DISCUSSION ON THE MOTION 

Sienkiewicz recommended Engineer Powell be contacted as a resource. 
 
Yourke stated he would sketch something to assist with the plan to be submitted to CORE. 
Yourke and Giromini will work together. Discussion ensued. 
 
Scott asked Kondek about the budget, what is the Village’s financial situation. Kondek 
stated the Village is in a stable situation to afford $30,000.00 budgeted for this project.   
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Council asked Parks and Rec Members for their comments. 
 
Longbrake stated as long as there is storage space, space to grow and handicap bathrooms 
then she is in agreement with the motion. 
 
Miller agreed with Longbrake and would like to have a basic foundation to add to. 
 
Ingraham appreciated Council’s opinions to make the Park better for the community. 
 
Former Parks and Rec Chair Kelly Siko stated her disappointment in the disconnect and 
overstepping of the Council. The Parks and Rec have worked hard on the layout and 
structure of the Center.  She would like to see trust from Council to support the Parks and 
Rec Board.  She would like to have a Community Center to have a central gathering place 
for events. She stated people love the park and come from other communities to use it.  She 
would like to see trust from Council and something agreed upon to move forward.  She 
agreed and would like to see Yourke get together with Giromini to discuss some concepts.   
 
Yourke thanked the Parks and Rec Board for their hard work.   
 
Nedrow stated this meeting should have happened earlier.   
 
Yourke will put some general information down on paper and get with Giromini.  Yourke 
will not be at the next Council meeting. 
 
Sienkiewicz will not be at the next Council meeting. 
 
Duff stated there is a chance that he may not make the next Council meeting. 
 

6. DISCUSSION ON THE BUDGET, VISION AND USE OF AN IMPLEMENTATION 

PLAN FOR THE CLARA MILLER PARK MASTER PLAN. 

 

Administrator Smith referenced the memo for tonight’s meeting and asked Council for their 
input on the Master Plan implementation and forecast.  Do the project priorities remain the 
same?  Discussion ensued.  Council agreed with the project plan. 
 
Dumont stated he believes everyone is on board with moving forward on equipment and 
grants.  Smith stated this needs to be part of the budget for 2021.   
 
Yourke recommended seeing a clear layout of what is spent vs what is budgeted for the year. 
 
Kondek stated the Village budgeted $119,000.00 for capital projects, $100.000.00 was for 
the building, $12,000.00 for Waikato and $4,000.00 for the trail area.  The plan was deviated 
to pay for some of the Waikato equipment.  The Village has $15,000.00 spent to date and 
after discussion tonight he feels the budget should be fine. 
 
Malek recommended providing information of what has been spent vs accomplished in the 
next newsletter. 
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Giromini stated originally Parks and Rec discussed the building, playground equipment, 
parking lot and blacktop.   
 
Sienkiewicz asked for an update on the brick sales.  Giromini stated we have collected about 
$14,000.00-$15,000.00. 
 

7. UPDATE ON FUTURE PLANNING FOR ALL OF THE PARKS IN THE VILLAGE. 

Dumont asked Smith to do what is necessary to apply for grants and get the money needed 
to plan ahead for the future.  Smith stated there are playground grants available.  Now that 
he knows what the Council wants he can apply for grants.  Smith would like to have a five 
year plan for future priorities.   
 
Smith informed Council that discussion regarding approval for an easement for the Penny 
Lake parcel will be on the next Council Meeting agenda to construct a boardwalk to extend 
the pedestrian pathway. 

 
8. ADJOURNMENT  

MOTION by Malek, seconded by Dumont, to adjourn the meeting at 8:28 pm. 
ALL IN FAVOR. 
MOTION CARRIED 

 

 

 


